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ALL THE BICYCLES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND.
It's the quality of life that's important, wouldn't you agree? Suddenly, cycling is far more relevant, far more fashionable than it has ever been. Being such a healthy way to get around. Whether you're wipping to the local shops. Saving fuel or bus fares by cycling to work. Or getting together with friends. It's great to be out in the fresh air. No harm done to the environment. Cycling is enough to turn anyone green! At Raleigh, quality has always been high on our list of priorities. From the ideas behind our bikes, right through to the finished product. So now there are beautifully built, stylish bikes for town and country. Built to last for years.

All Raleigh bicycle frames and forks are so sturdy and well constructed, we guarantee them for a full 15 years. All our bikes carry a one year parts warranty. See the Raleigh Bicycle Guide for details.

All the Bicycles in this catalogue are designed and manufactured in Nottingham, England.
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Pioneers

The Pioneers are a unique Raleigh concept, combining the practicality of a modern city bike with the rugged versatility of the tough, go-anywhere All Terrain Bike. They’ve got style, they’ve got grace. The Pioneers reflect the contemporary image of the women who ride them. Today’s technology for today’s lady. Enjoy yourself.

Pioneer Venture

Whether you wish to venture into town or out into the wilds of the countryside, this elegant Pioneer will take you there in style. Venture gives the latest “hands-on” control with its Sachs-Huret Power Grip, which enables you to select with ease any of the 21 index gears.
- Light alloy wheels.
- Powerful cantilever brakes.
- Deep tread, wide section tyres.
- Attractive green and scarlet paint finish.
Frame sizes: 18", 20", 22".

Pioneer Trail

The top of our trailblazing, pioneering range of bikes. Take to the trail in comfort, with the quality, strength and reliability of Raleigh with you all the way.
- Superbly built lightweight Reynolds 501 butted tubing.
- Shimano 21-speed 200GS index gear system with Rapid Fire STI levers.
- Black anodised alloy rims.
- Micro-adjust alloy seat pin.
- Toe clips and straps.
- Exciting pictorial paint finish.
Frame sizes: 18", 20"

Pioneer Spirit

The spirit of adventure. The versatile 18-speed bike with the pioneering spirit. For country lanes and cobbled streets, tow paths and town cycle paths. Strong and light for easy handling.
- Index gear system.
- Light, alloy rims.
- Cantilever brakes.
- Exclusive purple and green paint finish.
Frame sizes: 18", 20"
Pioneer Classic

The 12-speed town and country bike par excellence. Claimed by the Bicycle Association of Great Britain as the 1990 'Bike of the Year'. A cross between the practical City Bike and the tough, go-anywhere All Terrain Bike, aimed for lightness of frame, fork and components.

- Exclusive doubleflash paint finish.
- Index gear system.
- Elegant smoked chain disc.
- Self-balancing pedals.
Frame sizes: 18", 20", 22".

Pioneer 6

The tremendous value-for-money 6-speed Pioneer puts the comfort and versatility of the ATB and the practicality of a City Bike within easy reach. Strong but light, the Pioneer 6 is easy to handle on the High Street or bridleway.

- White with Mountain Blue flashing.
- Index gear system.
- Alloy chainset.
- Lightweight mudguards.
Frame sizes: 18", 20".

Lightweights

Raleigh lightweight touring and city bikes are all expertly hand-built by the Special Products Division craftsmen. The same highly skilled people build Raleigh's superb road and mountain racing team bikes. It's the Special Products Division people who are behind Raleigh's continuous research and development programme. Ladies' lightweight frames are specifically tailored to suit a lady's frame, to give maximum rider comfort and efficiency.

De Ville

For the lady about town, this hand-built city bike offers that special lightweight combination of liveliness and strength. Superbly finished in White with Deep Blue trim.

- Reynolds 531 main frame butted tubing.
- Shimano ST1 21-speed 7-speed gears.
- High visibility 35c reflective tyres.
Frame sizes: 18", 20", 22".

Club 7

An elegant lightweight for a smooth, comfortable ride around the city with the minimum of effort. Quality and style stand out from the crowd. Finished in a refined combination of Pearl White with yellow and silver colour trim. A true lady's bike.

- Reynolds 531 main frame butted tubing.
- Shimano STI 7-speed Hyperglide gears.
- High visibility 35c reflective tyres.
Frame sizes: 18", 20", 22".
ALL TERRAIN BIKES

The toughest, strongest, sturdiest bikes you can get your hands on. Yet responsive and delightfully easy to ride. And finished with a feminine touch, in exciting colours and fashionable finishes, with stylish graphics. Girls can go their own way. On the road or off. Have fun discovering lanes and bridleways off the beaten track. Those wide chunky tyres will grip the hillside and glide over beaten tracks or city streets, giving you the smoothest possible ride.
MONCHIQUE
Chic and beautifully built, this ladies' All Terrain Bike combines strength with style, performance with quality. Finished in a stunning combination of Neptune Green, White and Hot Pink.
- Responsive Reynolds 501 tubing with forged ends.
- Shimano 200GS 21-speed STI ensemble with Rapid Fire gear shifters, low profile cantilever brakes and detachable chainset.
- Lightweight alloy rims.
- Luxury Astral finish Vetta Gel saddle.
Frame sizes: 17", 19", 21".

AMAZON
A new and unique ladies' All Terrain Bike with a refreshingly different design and full Shimano ensemble, for style and performance in the concrete jungle or off road. Exotically finished in Brazilian Rain, exclusive to Raleigh.
- Shimano 100GS ensemble:
  - Rapid Fire STI gear system.
  - Low profile cantilever brakes with short reach levers.
  - Biopace chainset.
- New high performance Raleigh braze ladies' ATB frame with forged ends, loose proof headset and sealed bottom bracket fittings.
- Quality alloy wheel rims and hubs.
Frame sizes: 17", 19", 21".

AZURE
The state-of-the-art ladies' All Terrain Bike. Visually stunning Grape and Bright Yellow frame finish with fantastic 'Indie' graphics. Express your individuality, on and off road.
- 18-speed index gear system.
- New high performance Raleigh braze ladies' ATB frame with forged ends, loose proof headset and sealed bottom bracket fittings.
- Lightweight alloy rims and hubs.
Frame sizes: 17", 19", 21".

MONTEREY
The dramatic Tyrian Vapour finish, a Raleigh exclusive, makes the Monterey feminine and fashionable. An All Terrain Bike designed to carry the female frame comfortably on and off road.
- 18-speed index gear system.
- Sleek black handlebar and alloy stem.
Frame sizes: 18", 20".
Camaro

Make light work of on or off-road riding with Camaro’s All Terrain frame and fork, indexed 6 or 12-speed gears and comfortable, luxury anatomic seat. You can afford to be adventurous with Raleigh value like this.

- Powerful alloy cantilever brakes with lined cables.
- Exclusive Calypso Vapour finish.
- Frame sizes: 16” with 24” wheels; 18”, 20”

Lizard

A wild, exhilarating All Terrain Bike that’s definitely not for stick-in-the-muds. The Lizard Lady darts through its natural habitat. A flash of Neon Green Vapour on or off the road. It’s THE ATB on which to be seen.

- Guarded Triple chainset with forged alloy cotterless cranks.
- Indexed 18-speed gear system.
- Frame sizes: 16” with 24” wheels, 18”, 20”

Coco

A feminine 5-speed ATB for smooth performance and comfort on or off-road. Finished in Candy Vapour with stylish white contrasts.

- Powerful alloy cantilever brakes for sure stopping.
- Anatomic saddle with luxurious finish.
- Frame sizes: 16” with 24” wheels, 18”, 20”

Vogue

Young, free and single. Or simply young at heart! Vogue has been designed to get you noticed, with fashionable Mountain Blue and Cool Mint paintwork, set off by the crisp, white semi-rise handlebar. Beautiful Raleigh quality and value.

- Complete with inflator and lightweight mudguards.
- 5 wide ratio gears.
- Frame sizes: 17”, 19”, 20”
SPRINT

These exciting bikes all have sporty drop handlebars which provide a choice of riding positions - the low hand grip for riding at speed and the high hand grip for climbing hills. For the enthusiast, where performance is important, there are Diamante gears, which provide more gear ratios: 5, 6 or 12 gears are provided to cope with the ups and downs of British roads and country lanes.

CANDICE

Feminine and fashionable, Candice has stylish good looks to match its sporty performance. The enamelled rear carrier with lilac strap is colour co-ordinated to complement the warm white and lilac paint finish with delicate 'integrated' graphics and padded handlebar tape.
- 6-speed index gear system.
- Alloy propstand for easy parking.
Frame sizes: 19", 21", 23".

CHLOE

Chloe puts Raleigh performance and quality within easy reach. When this eyecatching bike with vapourised magenta and white pain finish and designer graphics flashes past, it's sure to turn a few heads!
- 5 wide ratio gears.
- Alloy brake levers with extensions.
- Short-reach alloy stem.
Frame sizes: 17", 19", 20", 22".

REFLEX

Reflex action! For the woman who rates performance as highly as good looks. Dramatically styled in white with a double front flash in black and fluorescent orange. Reflex is for the woman who takes her fun and her fitness seriously.
- 12-speed index gear system with stem-mounted levers.
- Lightweight alloy wheels.
Frame sizes: 17", 19", 22".
TOURISTE
Raleigh quality is the hallmark of this superb, lightweight tourer, stylishly finished in Deep Metallic Red. For comfort, performance and strength, you'd have to go a long way to find a cycle to match the Touriste.
- Reynolds 531 butted main frame tubes.
- 21-speed Shimano index gears.
- High visibility 26C reflective tyres.
- Comfortable ladies' anatomic gel saddle.
Frame sizes: 18", 20", 22".

SMALL WHEELS
SOLITAIRE
Bright and breezy, rides nice and easy! Solitaire has fully colour co-ordinated paint finish and designer graphics. As practical as it is pretty, with its white holdall with blue piping and matching graphics.

SHOPPER
Go shopping or house-hopping on the show-stopping Shopper! Raleigh's top of the range, de-luxe small-wheel shopping bike with carrying capacity both front and rear. A unique Raleigh feature is the spacious basket attached to the frame, rather than the handlebar, for greater stability when steering and cornering.

PLAZA
Raleigh fashion with a continental flavour, this small wheel folding bike is for people going places. With sparkling Champagne finish entwined with stylish vine leaf graphics. Folds away in moments to go in the car boot while you head for the piazza, piazza or promenade. Adjustable padded saddle, handlebar and stem make this bike comfortable for all the family. Bon voyage!

Solitaire, Shopper and Plaza all have:
- Reliable Sturmey Archer 3-speed hub gear.
- Comfortable padded saddle.
- Wrap-round chainguard to protect clothes.
- Alloy propstand for easy parking.
Inside leg: 25" - 32".
City Bikes

Traditional, large wheels are ideal for leisure cycling over short or long distances. The frame design is more rigid for less weight and gives a smoother ride. Larger wheels have less rolling resistance and take less effort to pedal. City Bikes are equally at home on city streets or along country roads.

Caprice Shopper

Caprice says it with flowers. Chic and sophisticated, Caprice makes going shopping and leisurely rides a real pleasure. A unique Raleigh feature is the spacious basket attached to the frame, rather than the handlebar, for greater stability when steering and cornering. Trust Raleigh to think of your comfort and safety first.

Chiltern Lady

Traditional Raleigh value-for-money, reliability and quality are all to be found in this stylish ladies’ commuter, with its elegant curved, low step-over frame finished in attractive Paris Blue.

Cameo

This classic ladies’ City Bike, stylishly finished in Deep Metallic Red with gold graphics, is a Raleigh in the finest tradition. Luxury, elegance and comfort are combined with an air of nostalgia. Cameo has a unique, new lighting system for today’s commuter’s needs. The front light has a brighter, longer beam Halogen bulb as used on cars, and the rear light can be activated even when stationary to ensure continued visibility to other road users. Cameo comes complete with enameled luggage carrier with strap and dressguards.

Caprice, Chiltern and Cameo have:
- Sturmey Archer 3-speed hub gear.
- Alloy propstand for easy parking.
- Comfortable padded saddle and wrap-round chainguard to protect your clothes.
Frame sizes: 19½", 21".
PIONEER 6

FRAME Ralph 850 Steel Leader Mountain Bike Frame with Forged Forks.
WHEELS 700c Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Rims.
TIRES Mudguards
BRAKES Black Caliper Bikes with Black Steel Brake Levers.
SADDLE Black Steel Seat.
HANDLEBAR Black Steel Handlebar.
EXTRAS Black Steel Protection Disk.
STOCK WEIGHT 20.4 lbs (9.2 kg).

PIONEER 21

FRAME Ralph 850 Steel Leader Mountain Bike Frame with Forged Forks.
WHEELS 700c Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Rims.
TIRES Mudguards
BRAKES Black Caliper Bikes with Black Steel Brake Levers.
SADDLE Black Steel Seat.
HANDLEBAR Black Steel Handlebar.
EXTRAS Black Steel Protection Disk.
STOCK WEIGHT 20.4 lbs (9.2 kg).

MONCHIQUE 21

FRAME Lattes Advanced Ralph 8 All Terrain Frame Design with Hi-Tensile Uniframe Fork with Forged Ends.
WHEELS 700c Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Rims.
TIRES Mudguards
BRAKES Black Caliper Bikes with Black Steel Brake Levers.
SADDLE Black Steel Seat.
HANDLEBAR Black Steel Handlebar.
EXTRAS Black Steel Protection Disk.
STOCK WEIGHT 20.4 lbs (9.2 kg).

LIZARD 18

FRAME Ralph 850 Steel Leader All Terrain Frame Design with Hi-Tensile Uniframe Fork with Forged Ends.
WHEELS 700c Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Rims.
TIRES Mudguards
BRAKES Black Caliper Bikes with Black Steel Brake Levers.
SADDLE Black Steel Seat.
HANDLEBAR Black Steel Handlebar.
EXTRAS Black Steel Protection Disk.
STOCK WEIGHT 20.4 lbs (9.2 kg).

AMAZON 21

FRAME Latest Generation Ralph 8 All Terrain Frame Design with Forged Ends.
WHEELS 700c Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Rims.
TIRES Mudguards
BRAKES Black Caliper Bikes with Black Steel Brake Levers.
SADDLE Black Steel Seat.
HANDLEBAR Black Steel Handlebar.
EXTRAS Black Steel Protection Disk.
STOCK WEIGHT 20.4 lbs (9.2 kg).

COCO 5

FRAME Ralph 850 Steel Leader All Terrain Frame Design with Hi-Tensile Uniframe Fork with Forged Ends.
WHEELS 700c Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Rims.
TIRES Mudguards
BRAKES Black Caliper Bikes with Black Steel Brake Levers.
SADDLE Black Steel Seat.
HANDLEBAR Black Steel Handlebar.
EXTRAS Black Steel Protection Disk.
STOCK WEIGHT 20.4 lbs (9.2 kg).

TOURISTE

FRAME 4 Tandes Reynolds 850 Baflo Ladies' Sportive Design.
WHEELS Mudguards
TIRES Black Caliper Bikes with Black Steel Brake Levers.
BRAKES Black Caliper Bikes.
SADDLE Black Steel Seat.
HANDLEBAR Black Steel Handlebar.
EXTRAS Black Steel Protection Disk.
STOCK WEIGHT 20.4 lbs (9.2 kg).

MONTEREY 18

FRAME Ralph 850 Steel Leader All Terrain Frame Design with Hi-Tensile Uniframe Fork with Forged Ends.
WHEELS 700c Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Rims.
TIRES Mudguards
BRAKES Black Caliper Bikes with Black Steel Brake Levers.
SADDLE Black Steel Seat.
HANDLEBAR Black Steel Handlebar.
EXTRAS Black Steel Protection Disk.
STOCK WEIGHT 20.4 lbs (9.2 kg).

VOLAGE 5

FRAME Ralph 850 Steel Leader All Terrain Frame Design with Hi-Tensile Uniframe Fork with Forged Ends.
WHEELS 700c Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Rims.
TIRES Mudguards
BRAKES Black Caliper Bikes with Black Steel Brake Levers.
SADDLE Black Steel Seat.
HANDLEBAR Black Steel Handlebar.
EXTRAS Black Steel Protection Disk.
STOCK WEIGHT 20.4 lbs (9.2 kg).
CHOOSING YOUR BIKE

TOP GEAR

Gear are used to reduce the effort required to pedal. Sturmey Archer hub gears are easy to use and are virtually maintenance-free. Where performance is important, there are derailleur gears, which provide 5, 6, 12, 18 or 21 gears to cope with the ups and downs of British roads.

THE RIGHT SIZE

FOR A PERFECT FIT

You can tell you have chosen the ideal size when you can just touch the ground with both feet while seated on the saddle and can reach the handlebars comfortably.

The nominal frame size is the measurement from where the seat pin fits into the frame down to the centre of the bottom bracket axle (which carries the pedal cranks). The inside leg measurements given in this brochure are intended only as a guide. We recommend that you try the bicycle for size before you buy.

THE RALEIGH CYCLE PROTECTION REGISTER

To help you should you be unfortunate enough to have your bike stolen, Raleigh will be pleased to register your new bike FREE on our unique customer computer. You have a better chance of recovering it if you have the frame number and its specifications for ease of identification.

A BRILLIANT PAINT JOB

Raleigh has got paintwork down to a fine art. Our own Laboratory staff and Design Department develop the most exciting, innovative and original new colours, finishes and graphics. We have the most up-to-date cycle finishing plant in the world. Here, the technology is on a par with that used by car manufacturers. Up to four coats of finish are applied, after the tubes have undergone a 15-stage priming process to prevent corrosion, including total submersion in electroplating primer to coat them inside and out. To ensure the strength of the Raleigh finish is double that of most other bikes, we mainly use dry powder paint finishes which are fused together at very high temperatures.

FRAME/SIZES

SMALL WHEEL, CITY & SPORTS BIKES

Frame Size Inside Leg Measurement

Plaza Solitary Shopper

25" - 34"

20" - 30"

21" - 31"

22" - 32"

23" - 33"

24" - 34"

25" - 36"

26" - 36"

27" - 37"

28" - 38"

29" - 38"